Pharmaceutical Experience

Prescription for Success
Experienced. Efficient. Secure.
The pain-free way to manage pharmaceutical document
review projects starts with Legility
Since 1991, Legility has managed the
eDiscovery and document review process
for global pharmaceutical brands and medical
device companies. Our team of experienced
patent attorneys draws on highly specialized
knowledge, including USPTO patent agent
certifications and engineering and bio-science
degrees, to support the most sophisticated
legal matters.
Experience Counts
There are document reviews. And there are pharmaceutical
document reviews.
We understand the distinction.
That’s why the foundation of our Pharmaceutical Patent
Managed Review practice group is centered around people
— assembling a team of patent bar-certified attorneys and
subject matter experts with direct experience handling:
•

DOJ/FTC investigations

•

Mergers and acquisitions

•

Hatch-Waxman litigations

•

Product liability and mass tort actions

Our proprietary Hatch-Waxman (HW) training program
immerses our attorneys in the processes and specific
issues related to HW matters, including patent
fundamentals, the NDA approval process and patenting
processes, and chemistry and formulation fundamentals.

Pharmaceutical Document
Review Benefits
Reduced lead and
response times
Experienced staff,
including patent attorneys
and scientists
Measurable cost reductions
Minimize the need for
outside counsel, reducing
total project costs
Centralized data collection/
storage minimizes data
security risks

Pharmaceutical Experience
More than 160 of our attorneys have completed the
training, which includes a combination of lectures,
computer-based training, and personalized study.

Language Support
Recognizing that many pharmaceutical matters
involve multi-national touchpoints, we provide
direct support for every major language —
not translation services, but a thorough grasp
of the nuances of the languages associated
with every project.

Efficiencies That Make (Dollars and) Sense
Our pharmaceutical document review process
is results-driven, with experienced staff attorneys
who are familiar with technical issues and are
able to sharply reduce lead times. Their expertise
helps reduce data sets quickly and accurately,
allowing them to focus on the prioritization of
relevant documents.

They employ redaction techniques that accelerate
responsiveness, adopting a collaborative approach
that continually captures metrics that drive
efficiencies and client outcomes.

Safe and Sound
Recognizing the sensitivity of pharmaceuticalrelated legal matters, we have implemented
rigorous security controls that protect and
preserve client data.
Our secure, centralized database stores
information in a single, secure platform.
Rather than disseminate information to each
attorney working on a case, performing piecemeal
security vetting on each, along with their
endpoints, we bring the counsel to the data,
applying enhanced security protocols that
control their level of access.
The result is redactions that are properly
implemented and managed, and personally
identifiable information (PII) that remains
private and secure.

Legility is the independent, global new law company.
We’re here to do the best legal work of our lives alongside our innovator clients. We deliver transformative legal solutions that
build business value and set our clients apart. Our global network comprises 20+ locations, more than 1,500 experts, and our legal
operations work spans every industry and practice area. We have world-class data, strategy, and talent operations. But everyone
and everything is driven by our core values:
Do the Right Thing • Fabled Service • Diversity is in Our DNA • Passion for Innovation

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

